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EDITORIAL
Ben Averis
Welcome to the Spring 2013 newsletter. Here we have reports of events which took place
last year: the lichen workshop in Speyside, the Woodland History conference in Perth and
the Native Pinewood Managers’ meeting in Deeside. There is also Peter Quelch’s write-up
of his fascinating visit to Romania, a Forest Policy Group update and details of two
forthcoming publications.
General notes for contributions to the newsletter: The copy date for the Autumn 2013 newsletter is 15th October 2013;
it should then go out in November 2013. We welcome contributions such as group or organisation reports, woodland
reports/updates, articles about anything to do with woodland, shorter items of news, letters to the editor, reviews of
books or other publications relating to native woodland, and illustrations. Contributions should aim to be less than
1500 words long (though some understandably end up longer), in Microsoft Word and sent to me along with your
contact details. Thanks very much. My contact details are as follows: Ben Averis, 6 Stonelaws Cottages, East Linton,
East Lothian, EH40 3DX; tel. 01620 870 280; email benandalisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk
New publications: If you have written or co-written a book or booklet which would interest our members, we can
enclose your fliers with our mailings. This service is free to individual members. There is a charge of £20 to cover
postage & packing, for organisations and non-members. We can also get books reviewed – just send a copy to the
editor. If you would like to review a particular book, please let the editor know. We are usually able to obtain a free
review copy from the publisher, and if you review it the book is yours to keep.
Electronic copies of the newsletter: If you would prefer to receive future editions of the NWDG newsletter
electronically (as pdf files) and not in printed form, please send me an email requesting this and include the email
address you want the newsletter to be sent to.

NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP NEWS
Notes from the Chair
Coralie Mills
The vernal equinox has just passed, yet as I write in late March,
much of northern Britain is gripped in an icy blast, and snow is
falling again. It’s a good day to be indoors anticipating spring,
surely just around the corner, and in particular to look forward to
our annual round of NWDG activities. This newsletter contains information on a number
of those events, including our 2013 excursion in and around Arisaig and Knoydart in May,
with a rich and varied field programme to enjoy together. I hope you will be able to join us
there, and of course you won’t want to miss the woods, the boat trips, the ceilidh or indeed
the AGM! This newsletter also includes reports on various NWDG events last year,
including the lichen workshop and the Woodland History Conference. By popular request,
this year’s conference will be on the History of Plantations; further information is given
within. The wider activities and interests of our membership are reflected in the update
from the Forest Policy Group, the report on the Native Pinewood Managers meeting and
in Peter Quelch’s article on his visit to an enviably rich traditional woodland culture in
Romania. We also hear news of some interesting forthcoming books, one by our newsletter
editor, Ben Averis, on Plants and Habitats, and one by Clifton Bain on Pinewoods.
It seems our community of interest in native woodlands is going strong, and we continue
to have much to say to each other. In this spirit, NWDG is setting up a Facebook group, as
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an additional means of communication and as a way of celebrating what we do, both for
the benefit of our existing members who wish to join our Facebook group and also
hopefully to attract new members by showing what an active, friendly and relevant
organisation the NWDG is. It should be stressed that this is complementary to, and not
instead of, any of the existing forms of NWDG communication, and in particular the
Facebook Group will act as a signpost to our website www.nwdg.org.uk as the key
location for all of our NWDG information.
Please do consider joining our new NWDG Facebook group. There is already some content
there for you to enjoy, including photos of prior excursions, and we welcome your
contributions. You can find our Facebook Group by searching on ‘Native Woodlands
Discussion Group’ within Facebook. The administrators of our Facebook group are
currently Chris Byrne, Juliet Robinson and me, so please do contact any of us by email (see
last page of this newsletter for our email addresses) or by messaging us on Facebook for
any help you require with joining and participating. We are all quite new to administering
a Facebook Group, so please bear with us while we experiment with its settings, but as
things stand, ‘admin approval’ is required to admit a new member to the NWDG
Facebook group; this is principally to keep us secure from spammers and undesirables. All
subscribing NWDG members are of course desirables!
With very best wishes,

NWDG Administration: Treasury,
Membership and Website
Alison Averis

Photo: Elen Averis

Coralie

On 27th March 2013 the balance in the NWDG bank account was £11267.49. This high
figure is the result of all the subscriptions coming in before we have had to spend any
money on newsletters or events, but even so we are financially healthy.
Many thanks to all of you for continuing to support us in these hard times. There are
currently 168 members, and most of you are up-to-date with your subscriptions. If you
have not yet paid for this year, please download a membership form from the website
www.nwdg.org.uk and send it to me with your payment. If you have no internet access
please telephone me on 01620 870 280 and I will send you a form.
The web-site is kept up to date and this is where to go for the latest information about the
forthcoming Excursion, lower plants workshops and Woodland History Conference.

NWDG Merchandise
Bryophytes of Native Woods: A Field Guide to Common Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and
Ireland’s Woodlands by Carol Crawford is available direct from Carol. The cost is £6.50
including p&p. Cheques should be made payable to Carol Crawford and sent to Carol
Crawford, Peak Ecology Strathclyde Office, Donald Hendrie Building, SAC Auchincruive,
Ayr, KA6 5HW. There are discounts for orders for 3 or more copies: contact Carol at
clc@tnrc.co.uk for more information.
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REPORTS OF WORKSHOPS IN AUTUMN 2012
Lichen workshop; 5-7 October; Glenmore (Speyside). Tutors:
Andy Acton & Anna Griffith
Maja Pepper
People from different environmental backgrounds, such as ecologists, lichen experts,
foresters, surveyors, coming from all around Scotland, met on 5th October in a friendly
pub called The Old Bridge Inn in Aviemore. There were 10 of us, excited to learn about
lichens and their importance in our world. It was a comfortable, relaxing start.
The first day of the course was held at the Glenmore Resource Centre, part of the Forestry
Commission Scotland (FCS) Glenmore Visitor Centre, with a short introduction to lichens,
their use and importance. This first approach was guided with a clear and concise
presentation using lots of helpful visual aids of example lichens. We had a useful
opportunity at this point to ask questions and clear our doubts before we got immersed in
this marvellous world.
The second day started with enthusiasm and excitement in Glenmore Forest Park. The
conditions were fantastic, we had fresh air, gorgeous sunshine and an enchanting
landscape!
We were provided with all the materials we needed: lichen guides with pictures, books,
hand lenses and paper to take some examples and analyse them under the microscope. We
were identifying lichens from the lovely Scottish pinewoods whose multitude of different
species such as Hypogymnia physodes, Parmelia saxatilis, Bryoria fuscescens and Hypocenomyce
scalaris were there to be seen.
Part of the afternoon and evening was spent indoors looking at the specimens and trying
to identify them with the magnifying microscopes, hand lenses and guides. At the end we
exchanged all the pooled knowledge. It was a great way to review what we had learned
throughout the day!
What’s more – the day didn’t end there! Reforesting Scotland invited us to their Ceilidh
celebrating their annual gathering. It was lovely to meet some of their team, have a good
chat and a traditional Ceilidh dance.
The third and last day of the course was in the field. We looked at lichens from other tree
species such as birch and willow, and also on stones. The curious specimen called
Pertusaria amara caught my attention. If you rub it with a wet finger and taste it, it tastes
very bitter! The taste comes from the soralia – another intriguing example of the wonders
of mother nature. My favorite lichen without any doubt was, somewhat appropriately,
Pertusaria pertusa commonly known as “pepper pot” – very similar to my adopted married
name. If you look at the lichen under the hand lens, you can observe the white concave
structure with holes which remind you of a pepper pot.
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Our co-ordinators and lichen experts,
Anna Griffith and Andy Acton, had
prepared a team game to test our
memories at the same time as having
fun: three teams and three pine trees.
We had to place the name of the
lichen on paper and secure with a pin
to the tree. I found it an excellent
activity to consolidate knowledge,
and it helped concrete them in my
mind.
I would like to give special thanks to
Anna and Andy for their patience
when it came to solving our doubts
and for the necessary constant
repetition of lichen names again and
again. But also to all my course mates
for their help and exchange of skills,
making it a pleasant and enjoyable
experience.

NWDG lichen workshop 2012

Photos: Maja Pepper
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NWDG Woodland History Conference 2012
Chris Smout
The Scottish Woodland History Group met again last year in the A K Bell Library in Perth,
on October 25th, with a maritime theme to consider: ‘Woods, Trees and Boats’.
We began with an excellent paper from Arnvid Lillehammer, formerly of the University of
Stavanger and the Stavanger Museum, who surveyed the Scottish trade in timber to
Norway, which flourished in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries between east coast
Scottish ports (Dundee in particular), and the south-west Norwegian provinces, especially
Agder and Ryfylke (where Stavanger is situated) and Sunndhordland (mainly south of
Bergen). It was a trade born of the Scottish need for timber and the Norwegian need for
grain products, and arising when the farmers of south-west Norway began to clear their
land of the forests that had grown up on deserted land after the plagues and depopulation
of the late Middle Ages. It was facilitated by the proliferation of saw-mills, a new
technology, along the Norwegian rivers close to the sea, often allowing the Scots to tie
their boats up at the same small places in the fjords to load up with wood, year after year.
The main exports from Norway were beams or baulks of pine, sawn deals, and barrel
hoops of hazel, with a little firewood: and the main imports were grain, flour, ‘Scots
bread’, which was perhaps oatcakes, with a little woollen and linen cloth, or shoes, and the
balance paid in coin: as time passed, the Scots cargoes became more varied because they
sailed first to Holland and bought goods like tobacco, rice, figs and raisins to sell in
Norway. Sometimes, as around 1620, the boats numbered several hundred in a year. The
trade came to an end in the early eighteenth century, partly because deforestation in
Norway sent the Scots further afield to Sweden and the inner Baltic to look for wood, and
partly because customs regulations, trying to concentrate the trade in Stavanger itself,
killed the goose that laid the golden eggs. One aspect of the trade was the specialised
traffic in prefabricated boats from the fjords of Sunnhordland, exported by Orkney and
Shetland skippers and presumably mainly used in the islands as fishing yawls. The area
that made them is still famous for the quality of their boats.
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This splendid start was followed by an important paper from Anne Crone and Coralie
Mills, summarising their work on dendrochronology, carried out over many years on oak
in Scottish buildings and more recently on Scots pine as well. The great value of aging
timber through examining the tree rings is the ability to build up data sets that cover a
very long period, independent of the possible biases and gaps in the documentary record.
They were able to show how buildings from the earlier middle ages consistently used
Scottish-grown oak until, in the middle of the fifteenth century, there starts to appear a
switch to imports of oak beams and battens from southern Scandinavia and the Baltic (as
found in Stirling Castle), and increasingly from the mid-sixteenth century, of pine beams
and boards, especially from Norway. In the eighteenth century, the dendrochronology
backs up the written history in revealing a switch to the inner Baltic, with the timber used
in Fort George, for example, coming from Karelia, the disputed province on the borders of
Finland and Russia. The granary at Elie from around 1808 has German oak, and more
surprisingly, some American oak as well.
A joint paper from Robert Prescott and Dan Atkinson followed, discussing ship timbers
reused onshore, and found today in a range of buildings. Naval timber can often be
recognised by an ancient system of ‘race marks’ cut on the beams to allow shipyard
identification in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The Unicorn in Dundee is a
treasure house of such material. When the vessels were broken up, the wood might be
reused, and buildings such as the royal dockyards at Chatham made extensive use of
recycled material. Other buildings in England that contain naval timbers include the
Chesapeake Mill in Hampshire that was constructed from the remains of an American
warship captured in 1812, and Liberty’s store in Regent Street, London. Timbers from
HMS Beagle that carried Darwin round the world ended up as part of a shed by the River
Roach in Essex, but it is now unfortunately destroyed. Ships’ timbers, though not
specifically naval timbers, also occur in buildings in Scotland, as at Portsoy and Dunbar:
old fishing boats in seaside burghs were a ready source for local joiners, and many of these
boats were constructed from Scottish larch, oak and pine – itself a good topic for further
research.
After lunch we reassembled for the afternoon papers, led by Eric Graham’s exposition of
the building of the Great Michael for James IV, a ship which represented a ‘quantum leap’
in naval design and led to an arms race between Scotland and England, where Henry VIII
countered by building vessels like the Mary Rose. The origins of such ships were shown to
lie with the Portuguese carracks, essentially elaborate floating gun platforms, tiered like
castles. The oak used in the hull of the Great Michael could have used up eighty hectares of
forest, and the pine used in the decking was also demanding on native resources. In fact a
good deal of the wood came from outwith Scotland, from Norway and France.
Jim Skelton took us forward nearly three centuries to the ship-building enterprises at the
mouth of the river Spey, initiated in 1782 by Dodsworth and Osborne’s purchase of
Glenmore forest from the Duke of Gordon. The timber was floated in rafts down the river,
ending at a well-equipped shipyard with sawmill and wind mill at Speymouth. By 1806
when they ceased operation, some 19,000 tons of shipping had been launched, including
the frigate HMS Glenmore. After the end of the Napoleonic wars the industry had varying
fortunes, but up to twenty firms were involved over time, though not more than seven in
the area at once. More than 80,000 tons of shipping were built at Speymouth altogether,
and there was particularly a new spurt of activity in the 1840s. The importance of the
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industry to the local economy was reflected in the length of the toast lists at celebration
dinners following a launch—thirteen toasts were par for the course.
From this we turned to the west-coast tradition of birlinn building and its modern
successors in the region, described by Gavin and Colin Parsons. Birlinns had their origin in
Viking boats, but the design and the association with chiefly display lasted through to the
eighteenth century. Somerled in 1156 sailed against a rival with eighty warships, which
gives an indication of the scale of birlinn construction even in the early middle ages. Some
had as many as sixteen oars, but always a single mast, and their image is familiar on
gravestones throughout Argyll and the isles. Gaelic poetry even in the eighteenth century
shows their continuing prestige as weapons of war and symbols of power, and confirms
that the hulls at least were built of oak. The tradition of vernacular ship building continued
in the area long after the need for warships was past, and oral history shows how it was
passed down to the present day. Small wooden boats are still skilfully made in the west.
After a tea break, Barbara Crawford resumed the Norse theme that had run through much
of the day’s proceedings by showing how the Viking earls of Orkney had looked to the
mainland to find the wood supplies they needed to maintain their sea power. They were
also earls of Caithness, and Sutherland was within their power, but particularly tempting
were the resources of Ross. Operating through client Norse colonists in Easter Ross at
Dingwall and elsewhere, they were apparently able to control a whole suite of glens to the
west, leaving their trace in place-names like Eskdale (ash glen), Alladale (alder glen) and
Dibiedale (deep glen), and various Annats which indicate the meeting place of two rivers.
The tall pines of Strath Carron were perhaps especially valuable for masts – even as late as
the eighteenth century they attracted the attention of the royal navy, and one can readily
imagine how the Viking earls had them floated downstream to ship-building yards at the
mouth of the rivers.
NOTICE: NWDG WOODLAND HISTORY CONFERENCE 2013
This year’s woodland history meeting will be held on THURSDAY 31st OCTOBER, in
PERTH and will explore the history of plantations, with a focus on Scotland. The
programme is being prepared and will be posted on the NWDG website when available
(www.nwdg.org.uk). Programme and booking details will also be emailed to NWDG
members when finalised. In the meantime, we hope you will keep the date free in your
diary. Lead organiser of the conference is Mairi Stewart, to whom any queries should be
addressed at mairi_skye@hotmail.com
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ARTICLES
Leonardo da Vinci EU-supported Cultural Heritage and
Training (CHAT) placement in Romania: 6-12 August 2012 –
feedback on the issues seen and discussed
Peter Quelch
Supported by the European Union (EU) Lifelong Learning Programme’s, ‘Leonardo da
Vinci’ (VETPRO) mobility project ‘Cultural Heritage and Training’ (CHAT) a group of
eight participants and leaders spent a week in rural Romania in the mountainous region
south-west of Cluj Napoca. The visit linked to a larger ‘Development of Innovation’ project
entitled “Green Village” and formed part of a ‘Work Package’ entitled ‘Learning by
Doing’.
This was my first visit to Romania and I think it was for everyone else in the group too, so
this article is a summary of issues raised and points discussed, rather than a diary or
itinerary of the tour. The views expressed are personal thoughts of the author. Also we can
only comment on the part of Romania that we visited and have no knowledge of other
regions of the country.

Strip field systems at Girboviţa, either side of the road to the neighbouring village, and pastures
integrated into woodlands on the hills behind Subsistence Farming
Photo: Peter Quelch

The main difference between Romania and other countries that we know in Europe must
be the degree to which an old style of subsistence farming has persisted on a large scale.
That old way of farming is based on family ownership of narrow strips of arable land, not
necessarily connected to each other, together with common rights to graze certain pastures
and open woodlands. The legal framework is reminiscent of the way farms were organised
in the late middle ages in the UK. The very small farms with common grazings are similar
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to Scottish crofting in the present day, although most crofters are tenants of large
landowners.
A vital part of the old ways of owning and
working the land are the customs,
folklore, and cultural aspects of life,
including liaising, sharing and working
with neighbours. Cultural life also
includes music and dance, and while we
saw little of this on this tour we did see
national dress and the playing of alphorns,
by an accomplished older lady but also
with two young players.
Martin and Monica talking to the musicians Photo: Peter Quelch

A sign of a vibrant culture must be that people of all ages including children can be found
working on the farms we visited. However that is not to play down the real problem of
young people moving away from the land, to towns and to other parts of Europe for cash
earnings and a more urban lifestyle.
The nub of subsistence farming is that everything the family and its livestock needs are
produced on the farm, and the amount of items or foodstuffs bought in from outside is
minimised. We saw evidence of this everywhere, in the home production of hay for winter
fodder on every small field, even on steep slopes, and among trees and orchards. Beech
leaves were swept up and stored dry as cow barn litter at Traian’s farm. Hay production
was monitored by counting the hayricks and comparing with the expectations for that
land. During our visit farmers already knew if they had enough hay for the winter.
< Small barn at Traian’s farm, where he stores
his completed woodwork for sale; but in the
cellar underneath is a store of dry beech leaves
for use as cattle bedding. The beech trees are in
the grazed fields all around the farm buildings,
and hay has been taken from these fields too.
Later we helped with haymaking on this farm
– an experience not to be forgotten. Photo:
Peter Quelch

A farmer cutting leaf hay in the valley
below Avram Iancu. They will retrieve
the branches from the river. Species cut
include ash, grey alder, elm, sycamore,
hazel. They use loppers and leave branch
stubs. Photo: Peter Quelch >
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In fact, volumes of hay were less than usual due to two years of very dry summers, and
this was leading farmers to plan to collect tree leaf fodder during the next two months.
This explains why leaf hay collecting is not carried out as a matter of course every year – it
is a fallback in case of dry conditions leading to poor hay crops. We know that in Cumbria
too leaf fodder was cut during exceptionally dry summers for immediate use by the
livestock.
Maintaining small vegetable plots on hilly land outside the village is clearly a lot of work
and we did see evidence of abandonment by older villagers happening right now. This is
sad to witness as it seems unlikely that such land will be cultivated again. Indeed there are
many signs of previous cultivation, perhaps during the 19th C, with what seem like
lynchets along the contours, now converted to pasture land, or to hay growing fields.

Old terraces with lynchet like earthern banks between the strips, probably
caused by previous oxen ploughing along the contours. These persist in
today’s hay fields at Rimeţ. They are also visible across the landscape in
many hill pasture areas, for example between Cluj Napoca and Turda. Photo:
Peter Quelch

Of more concern was the fact that village wells were drying up after two long dry
summers, and some villages are having to import water by road transport. The group had
a go at drawing water from the village well at Girbovita for the returning cows, and were
shocked to see how far down the water level actually was.
On our return to UK I was able to read some reports about Romanian agriculture and how
reform of the CAP will affect it. This is a big subject of great complexity, as it links to
politics, the agricultural policies of Romania, international relations, and the economy of
the whole country. How can a visitor comment after only one week of visiting one small
area? All we can do is focus on things that we actually saw and experienced.
Food
What we did experience many times was the fantastic food and drink from local sources
prepared with love and traditional skills. There is no substitute for that in the wide world.
These meals helped make our visit both memorable and fun. I am thinking especially of
the lunches with Elena where trout from her own tanks in the garden were served along
with many other wonderful local foods. Also lunch at Monica’s family home, was followed
by a short siesta in the haybarn! Then there was our home made lunch at the museum,
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lunch outside on a table at Traian’s, and several other picnics in the field. Outdoor meals at
the Albac hotel were also always good. Local beer and wine was enjoyed, and we were
becoming rather used to plum brandy - ţuică - at lunchtimes!
Archaeology
Grampus Heritage are involved in archaeology skills exchange programmes and we
visited two digs at Alba Iulia, and also met the archaeologists at dinner in the restaurant of
the magnificent old fortress in the town. It was impressive to see the richness of layers of
artefacts from prehistoric to Roman to medieval, and how close to the surface in the open
field dig these were. In the dig in a town garden we were able to see medieval skeletons
close up, which was a new experience. We witnessed the urgency of rescue archaeology on
building sites, paid for by the developers, who are not always sympathetic to the academic
values of the work.
Good luck to those involved in this archaeology, and especially to Mihai Gligor, Calin
Suteu and their colleagues from Alba Iulia University. Their professionalism is impressive
and their scholarly endeavours are absolutely fascinating. The opportunities given to
visiting students were terrific, especially for the chance to excavate human remains by
specialist post-grad student Kirsty McLeod from the UK.
Yet to me I can’t help thinking that archaeology appears to be somewhat academic
compared to what we saw the rest of the week? As a subject it seems detached from the
pressing everyday problems of land reform, food security, sustainability of today’s land
uses, and historic landscape conservation – and these issues still weigh on my mind
following the visit. Maybe I am jealous of the sheer brainpower that is locked up in the
learned discipline of archaeology - and historians too! Maybe I should have studied that
subject rather than a very practically based one like forestry! Thinking about this issue
more, I am sure that the discipline of scientific archaeology, combined with a knowledge
of landscape history and the human events and peoples who have created that landscape,
can indeed help inform the way forward in the countryside today.
Church and building restoration
We visited a folk museum which was based on one man’s collection of farming and rural
industry artefacts. Emilian Achim’s rural museum was educational and sometimes
inspiring, for example the collection of national dress, and also communist period
propaganda, books, maps, flags, uniforms, posters and so on from Romania’s turbulent
political past. There was discussion in the group about the need to catalogue the items and
ensure its future curatorship. My feeling was that the real priority is to record the owner’s
stories and recollections of where the artefacts came from and the people who used them.
Those stories and his personal knowledge are priceless and cannot be replaced.
We were grateful to use the museum’s small blue cottage for lunch – it had much charm
even though it may have been re-erected at the museum. (But maybe it was on an original
site? Language is a great barrier to finding out such details, if you do not think of the question at the
time!) We were to see this type of building later in the week and debate what it stands for
in greater depth (see below).
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At Avram Iancu we saw a more conventional type of museum, though it was under
reconstruction and much material was in storage. The museum is at the birth-place and so
commemorates Avram Iancu, who was a revolutionary leader in the Apuseni Mountains
in 1849, and is now a Romanian folk hero. The ongoing building restorations at this
museum were looking good and perhaps one day we can return when the displays are
completed.

The Orthodox Church has a strong
following amongst rural Romanians and
we were pleased to see that churches are
being built and restored. Martin and I met
up with builders and monks at a newbuild two kilometres south of Albac. Local
pride in traditional skills came over as one
man posed with his chainsaw revving (see
photograph to left) – he had been using
one in the surrounding forests for decades.
We looked closely at a traditional small church dating from 1712 on the road to Vidra. It
was a privilege to be shown the beautiful ceiling and wall paintings and to see the timber
construction from the inside of the bell tower. We were able to learn some details of
community and church life from the local lady who let us view the church. This personal
guidance is of more value and is more memorable than formal displays of information in a
museum. Later we saw a similar type of wooden church at Girda de Sus under reconstruction and this was fascinating. A leaking roof had already damaged the wall
paintings and whole sections of the internal wooden walls had been replaced, along with
many of the structural timbers. The workmanship of the carpenters was of high quality,
and came over to me as robust and very honest – replacing old rotten timbers with
similarly crafted new ones. The neat axe marks were visible along the new floor sill beams,
and the strong scarf joints in those timbers expertly done. The completed construction will
give an opportunity for imaginative and equally dedicated new painting in the interior
after the construction work is complete. There is something inspiring about the careful but
workmanlike restoration of a church, when in our country many old churches are now
being demolished or sold as dwelling houses as church attendance rapidly declines.
By contrast the 13th C Saxon church ruins at Vurpar were an interesting ancient
monument, but to me - that was all. Preservation continues and there is a nice vaulted
ceiling inside, but the stone ruins had long since lost the human touch that makes a church
inspiring to a visitor.
Old ways of using and working wood
In a well wooded country with many old folk ways still in daily use it was not surprising
that we saw a wide variety of old uses of wood which can now only be seen in folk
museums in the UK. The restoration of the museum and church demonstrated many
aspects of skilled woodworking including replacing shingle roofs. Carved out drinking
troughs and water conduits could be seen in the villages.
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Emilian’s museum had many wooden items, and the tools which helped make them, from
Alpenhorns, to the many types of barrels and small drinking vessels made by coopering
techniques. The wheel hub boring auger was a new tool for me! We were able to try out
some of these woodworking skills with Traian, making a small alphorn and seeing him
shave small barrel staves on his shave-horse using a long plane. A visit to a commercial
barrel maker allowed us to see at close range some of these techniques and the wonderful
and very saleable finished barrels, both large and small.
A visit to a traditional wood-burning lime burner was fascinating as that is not a craft we
see today in the UK, although it was once important. The purity of the wood-fired product
and the fact that it achieved a much higher price than the usual factory made lime
demonstrated another example of a window for old skills in the modern market.
We did not call at any sawmilling works, and maybe these are very familiar to us at home,
but the number of small mills in the towns and villages was remarkable, and shows a
wood-using culture stronger than in any part of the UK. Even firewood was being
processed at roadside as a saleable product and nicely packaged for uplift by lorry. Roma
blacksmiths were skilfully making iron tools for sale in the village markets.

Ox-cart seen on the road, bringing in an entire hay rick (photo Rob McBride)
Working horses and even oxen were being used to an extent in the villages that has not
happened for a century in the UK. We also witnessed several times the pride in ownership
of horses, and their generally good condition.
Wood pastures
The current blog about wood pastures organised by Romanian biologist Dr Tibor Hartel
demonstrates that grazed woodlands are common throughout Europe but the farm
systems which created these habitats are fast disappearing, indeed have already gone from
most of Europe. So wood pastures are being lost as the old ways of using farm livestock in
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them declines. However in Romania this is not the case and those old ways of using trees
as part of the farm itself are still alive, as discussed above regarding the cutting of leaf hay.

Massive old poplars, some with burnt out hollows, on the R Mureş floodplain wood pasture. Photo: Peter Quelch

We did not see a typical old growth open wood pasture with veteran oak trees, but we did
visit an exactly similar site with old alder, willow and poplar. This site is a traditional
common grazing area along the River Mureş west of Alba Iulia. Shepherds were looking
after herds of villagers’ sheep and cattle. Many of the hollow poplars were of enormous
size, yet were often burned inside. A few of the oldest trees had the evidence of having
once been pollarded, so this site may have been an open wood pasture for centuries. Old
map research would help demonstrate that, as well as documentary research including a
search for old paintings and photos of the site.
There were hardly any younger trees, but this is a normal situation for heavily grazed
wood pastures with veteran trees of this type. There seemed no special protection for the
site or its veteran trees, and so in many ways this was a typical, indeed a ‘pure’ or very
authentic type of wood pasture. It is not a sustainable habitat, since without some changes
in its management the old trees will surely eventually die out. Unless of course the
traditional grazing practice changes for some social or political reason, in which case the
site would tend to revert to riparian woodland, and probably very quickly.
Riparian floodplain woodland is also now a rare habitat throughout Europe, and is a
valuable defence against flooding and an asset for biodiversity, as it provides habitat for
various riparian species, especially if it contains veteran trees. So who is to say which
habitat is the more valuable? What would be a shame would be to gradually lose this
poplar wood pasture through abuse of the old trees, because it was not recognised as
valuable by the owners or the authorities.
Because the phrase ‘wood pasture’ is not well defined it has come to mean many things,
though normally the presence of veteran trees is implied, along with grazing, and possibly
pollarding. Most farmers regard wood pastures as simply pastures with trees, not as a
distinct land-use type.
In Britain we tend to see wood pastures with veteran trees in a romantic light (as the recent
Europe-ConBio blog run by Tibor Hartel points out). Our Romanian visit shows that
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whilst trees on farms are still very much in use, there is not much romance about it. Trees
on farms are an everyday resource which helps keep animals alive over winter, and at the
same time keeps the farm supplied with wood for fuel, fences and building.
Of course there is also a danger in seeing the whole ‘peasant farming’ way of life as more
romantic than it is in reality. I liked the report by Eco-ruralis (Knight, 2010) on Romania
and the CAP which was honest enough to call Romanian subsistence farmers peasants,
being a translation of the local word ‘taran’, and looked to a future where they continued
to be a mainstream of Romanian agriculture. However the small farmers need more
support, development and village infrastructure, and EU monies should now be available
to help with that, if handled correctly.

The open and mixed landscape around Rimeţ, where pastures, orchards and woodlands merge. Photo: Peter Quelch

Because many of the hill farms that we saw had few if any fences, there was usually a nice
gradation between pastures and woodland, and many woods themselves were grazed
below the canopy. This reflects the way that Scottish woodlands would have been in the
19th C and earlier. Even now in parts of Scotland it is hard to differentiate between grazed
woodlands, pasture woodlands and wood pastures, as they are all structures along a
spectrum, depending on the local history of grazing pressure.
In my mind the occurrence of worked trees for both wooden poles and for livestock fodder
is a separate feature from pasture woodlands as such, in the same way as fruit orchards are
a different landuse. Some orchards close to villages were worth restoring, while the high
orchard planted in communist times above Girboviţa is likely to develop gradually into a
kind of scrub pasture. The woven hurdle fence at Girboviţa was very effective at
protecting crops from wild pigs, and used only local materials.
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We saw many willow pollards in the landscape, as well as willows planted in field
boundaries as living fence poles.
And, on our last day, high in the limestone mountains near Rimeţ, many of the farms had
tall shredded ash pollards which were still cut for fodder. The exact placing of these
fodder trees, close to the old farm houses, in the same way as the willow pollard shown
above, is also comparable to many old farm pollards in Cumbria and Scotland.
A challenge for restoration?
At Rimeţ, a very scenic and authentic traditional village, we looked at a widow’s cottage
which was no longer in full time habitation. And later we saw a similar but ruined cottage
below the road.
We discussed the idea of restoring a group of old wooden buildings and maintaining such
a place as a centre for learning and experiencing old ways of life in the mountains. I for
one would be keen to help with such a project if Grampus or Satul Verde were to organise
it.
One aim would be the preservation of an old and authentic set of buildings in its original
setting, including the orchards and land that went with it. People from throughout Europe
could get involved in the skills and ways of life of the village, before those traditions are
lost. Learning and putting into practice the building and woodworking skills would be a
good starting point. Such a centre could act as a focus to encourage local people to keep up
at least some or the best of the old ways, while modernising in other ways. Local support
would be essential for success, as there is always a danger of outsiders seeing the romantic
side of rural life. However maybe visitors can be excused this on their first visit?!

A group of old farm cottages and barns at Rimeţ – a future folk-life study centre? Photo: Peter Quelch
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NEWS FROM OTHER WOODLAND ORGANISATIONS
Report of the Native Pinewood Managers’ visit to Mar Lodge
on 3rd May 2012
Charlie Taylor
This year’s excursion involved a return to the Mar Lodge pinewoods – Glen Derry (see
Figure 1), Glen Lui (Figure 2) and Glen Quoich (Figure 3) which the group last visited in
1994. However, due to the ongoing nature of change, only three people present had
participated in that previous event.

Figure 2 Glen Lui

Figure 1 Glen Derry

Figure 3 Glen Quoich

History
In 1959, Steven and Carlisle noted in their entry for the Mar pinewoods that:







Up until the 1715 rising, the pinewoods had belonged to the Earls of Mar. They
used the area mainly for hunting deer and other game, and although much of the
land was let, their vassals had only limited servitudes for utilising the timber.
For much of this time there would have been limited exploitation of the
pinewoods. However, a sawmill was built at the mouth of Glen Quoich in 1695,
followed by annual felling in the more accessible areas.
After the estate was forfeited in 1715 the land came into the possession of the Earl
of Fife, and in 1959 was in the care of the Trustees of the Duke of Fife.
In 1776, Charles Cordiner noted that a large part of the forest in Luibeg and Glen
Derry had been felled and floated down the Lui Water to a sawmill below the Linn
of Dee. He also observed that the forest contained many dead and dying trees, as
well as some very large old trees – one specimen was recorded to have a diameter
of nearly 4 m. Young regeneration was present in Glen Quoich.
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There is further, but more circumstantial, evidence of significant felling between
1811 and 1855. This was followed by extensive felling in both World Wars.
Mar Forest was known to have carried significant numbers of red and roe deer
since at least the end of the eighteenth century.

Carlisle also observed that the woods were predominately pine with limited diversity in
age structure, and that there were some broadleaves (mainly birch) and juniper present.
He noted very little recent regeneration and that this had been the case for approximately
150 years – primarily due to grazing, but exacerbated by fires.
More recently, the estate has been owned by John Kluge who invested significantly in the
infrastructure. It was then purchased by the National Trust for Scotland (NTS) in 1995. The
estate currently extends to 29,340 ha, with designations (Special Area of Conservation
(SAC), Special Protection Area and Site of Special Scientific Interest) applying to over 40%
of the area. The pinewood remnants are designated as priority habitat of the SAC, and
occupy 840 ha. They are currently classed as being in an ‘unfavourable but recovering’
condition and comprise mainly mature pine of over 190 years of age. A Forest Plan is
currently being prepared for the estate; this will give a long term vision and identify
priorities for work over the next 20 years.
Current objectives
Our hosts for the day (Shaila Rao, David Frew and Jim Wightman – see Figures 4 and 5)
outlined that for Mar Lodge, NTS had to balance three main objectives:
1. conservation of natural and cultural heritage
2. promotion of public access
3. maintenance of Mar Lodge as a Highland sporting estate
These objectives were conditions attached to a private legacy which made a significant
contribution towards the purchase of the estate by NTS.

Figure 4 Group discussion
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Figure 5 >
Shaila
describes
long term
plans

Current management issues
Deer
When NTS purchased the estate in 1995 it was recognised that deer browsing was
suppressing tree regeneration. A reduction cull was therefore instituted in the hope was
that this would enable regeneration without the need for fencing. However, following
ongoing monitoring of regeneration and browsing, it was decided in 2009 to operate a zero
tolerance policy for deer in the regeneration zone (eastern half of the estate). This has led to
a clear reduction e.g. 29 red deer counted in this zone in 2011 - compared to approximately
1650 red deer in the moorland zone. These efforts will need to be sustained to maintain the
growth on the trees now emerging from the heather (see Figure 6). The cull of roe deer in
the regeneration zone has also been significantly increased; population monitoring should
be established to assess their numbers and establish future cull levels. This will probably
require the establishment of dung count transects – particularly when the regeneration
grows into the thicket stage.

< Figure 6
Birch
regeneration
in Glen Quoich

Regeneration
As a result of the recent heavy deer culls in the pinewood areas, browsing levels have
diminished and the young trees have been able to grow above the ground vegetation.
Many of these may actually be quite old trees and there is a concern that the response by
the heather to the reduced browsing levels will make it more difficult for further
regeneration in some areas. Discussion on this topic indicated a general feeling that
controlled burning, followed by scarification, would be the best option for tackling this
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issue. This would require careful management and the creation of firebreaks by swiping or
foam traces. Treated areas should be within 50 m of mature trees to capture the majority of
seed fall. It was also suggested that it would be a wise precaution to create some strategic
firebreaks to protect future regeneration from wild or accidental fires.
Broadleaves
Over most of the regeneration zone, it is mainly pine regeneration that is occurring. This is
not surprising as there are very few broadleaved seed trees – apart from the lower reaches
of Glen Quoich, where there are some good patches of birch regeneration (see Figure 7). It
was felt that there would be merit in planting more broadleaved trees across the
regeneration zone to provide future seed sources. As deer numbers appear low in this
zone this could be attempted without protection, but careful monitoring will be required
to ensure that the roe deer numbers do not expand rapidly to fill the vacuum created by
the reduced numbers of red deer. A further suggestion was that opportunities should be
taken for niche planting (e.g. amongst rocks or gorse) and also the use of small scale stock
fence exclosures to protect the young plants from browsing. These exclosures should not
be larger than 6 m x 6 m and should be sited away from deer tracks. This technique has
proved successful elsewhere and is less visually obtrusive than deer fencing. Exclosures
would also allow comparison with unprotected areas – both for tree establishment and
grazing impact on ground vegetation.

Figure 7 Pine regeneration above Glen Derry pinewood

Fencing
Over the years many of the deer fences around the plantations have been removed and
there are plans to remove another 13 km of exclosure fences and 4.5 km of march fencing
in the Linn of Dee area. However, the recent independent review of the management of
the estate has suggested the creation of a new 4.5 km deer fence in the Linn of Dee area
along the lower reaches of the internal boundary between the moorland and regeneration
zones. It was felt that this would help in maintaining the very different densities of deer
within each zone and it will be installed later this year.
Woodland structure
There is an old cohort of mature trees which are mainly over 200 years old. Amazingly,
one tree in Glen Derry has been cored by Colin Edwards of Forest Research and found to
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have started its life back in 1457! However, a significant proportion of these trees are dying
– leading to increased fragmentation of the pinewoods (see Figure 8). There is another
cohort of mainly planted pine that is less than 50 years old. The recently emerging
regeneration may be seen as the start of another cohort. A concern is the large gap between
the older trees and the middle cohort and the potential loss of habitat for species
dependent on old growth pine forest.

Figure 8 Glen Quoich – losing linkages

Woodland extension
Due to the concerns over increased fragmentation it is likely that extension of the existing
remnants by natural regeneration will have to be supplemented by further planting. This
will help span the largest gaps e.g. the middle section of Glen Lui (see Figure 9). The hope
is that this can be achieved without further fencing and there was considerable debate over
the best way of achieving establishment. However, it was agreed that a detailed site
survey (Ecological Site Classification or National Vegetation Classification) was essential.
This would identify:







the grass-dominated mineral soils, where broadleaves will do well;
the dry heathland mineral soils where pine and birch will do well provided they
receive fertiliser at time of planting (e.g. hand application of unground rock
phosphate);
the shallow peats where pine can be established but, in addition to phosphate,
mounding will also be required on these wetter sites (the mounding would also
benefit from pre-burning of the heather);
the deeper peats which should be left unplanted.

Due to the mosaic of site types, planting based on site surveys will result in a much more
natural array of planting and species diversity than was achieved in previous planting
schemes.

Figure 9 Glen Lui
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Origin of planting stock
Given long-term concerns over climate change and the current risk associated with
introducing Dothistroma, there was some discussion on the most suitable choice. This is
partly exacerbated by the fact that Glen Quoich is in a different biochemical region (North
East) to Glen Derry and Glen Lui (East Central). The biochemical regions relate to
differences in biochemical markers that were used to create regional seed zones. The aim
was to maintain genetic integrity and ensure that the most suitable seed origins were used
for planting native pinewoods. Subsequent work on DNA markers has shown that the
only truly distinct population in Scotland is that of the North West biochemical region.
However, it would still be wise to collect local origin seed for rearing plants in nurseries
not known to have Dothistroma present. Local origins are still likely to be the best adapted
for the area, while still providing some buffer to help cope with future climate change.
Application of fertiliser
The application of phosphate is a well proven minimum essential for establishing trees on
impoverished sites such as those found over much of Mar Lodge. This was identified as far
back as John Stirling Maxwell’s early trials on Corrour Estate (prior to the First World
War) and by Donald McVean in the early 1960s at Beinn Eighe.
Plantations
There have been a series of ameliorations in the pine plantations to improve both the
visual amenity and accessibility for deer management (see Figure 10). Many of the margins
have been significantly improved, although there is still work to do (see Figure 11). The
next stage will be an ongoing effort to diversify the internal structure of these plantations.
Crown thinning would be a good approach as this seeks to remove trees from all size
classes, leading to more structurally diverse woodland than conventional thinning.
Figure 10 Glen Lui – plantation modification

Figure 11 plantation requiring further landscaping
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Deadwood
Work has been underway to create deadwood within the plantations, mainly by manual
ring barking. This has the advantage over the often used decapitation by harvester which,
while cost effective, is less attractive and reduces the number of habitat niches compared
to those found in the crown and limbs of a whole dead tree. As discussed at Beinn Eighe in
2011, it would be sensible to try to establish some targets for how much deadwood needs
to be created and over what period. These plantation areas are relatively immature and a
long timescale would seem appropriate for achieving these targets. In the meantime, the
current levels of deadwood should be established as a baseline to enable progress to be
monitored and to inform future management decisions. An alternative to ring barking
would be stem injection with herbicide (using a hand axe, cut two opposite notches in the
bark into the cambial layer at approximately 1 m up the stem and spray 5 ml of a 50:50
solution of glyphosate and water into each cut). This can be a very effective and
unobtrusive approach to creating deadwood but the use of chemicals would normally
preclude volunteer labour.
Monitoring
This is primarily carried out in-house by NTS staff, but Scottish Natural Heritage also
carry out condition monitoring. Forest Research has recently carried out an age structure
survey, which confirmed previous observations by Carlisle. Most of the monitoring
programme is focused on recruitment of seedlings, browsing levels and deer numbers.
This will need to be extended to monitor success of any new planting of broadleaved seed
stands and the larger areas of planting proposed in Glen Lui. Roe deer will also need
monitored – probably by dung count transects – and this will become more critical as the
current pulse of regeneration reaches the thicket stage and provides more cover.
Dothistroma needle blight
Anna Brown (Forest Research – see Figure 12) and Hugh Clayden (Forestry Commission
Scotland (FCS)) gave a timely update on this fungal pathogen which is now causing
significant health problems on a number of pine species in Scotland. This disease has a
worldwide distribution; the species found here is Dothistroma septosporum. The Scottish
population has been found to be genetically diverse – something which may influence the
aggressiveness of this pathogen. The disease infects needles (older ones first),
predominately from late spring through the summer, with spores released the following
year from the newly formed fruiting bodies. The good news is that the spores are not longlived and that they require moist conditions for survival. The bad news is that dense
stands – as now found in many of our recovering pinewoods – provide ideal conditions.
Successive surveys have plotted an exponential rate of stands affected. In 2007 it was
discovered in Scots pine in northern Scotland, and now over 3,000 ha of this species are
affected on the national forest estate. Last year it was discovered in Abernethy pinewood,
so everyone is encouraged to learn more about this disease and be vigilant in monitoring.
For more information on this disease, go to:
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/INFD-8TGAN9
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/forestresearch.nsf/ByUnique/INFD-6ZCKAE
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/infd-74jjfk
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< Figure 12
Anna
describes
Dothistroma

Comparisons with 1994 and the future
The most noticeable change is the relatively recent impact of the zero tolerance approach
to deer in the regeneration zone. This has resulted in significant recruitment of pine
regeneration. If this cull effort can be maintained on red and roe deer then it will recruit a
new cohort to supplement the older plantations and help ensure the perpetuation of the
Mar pinewoods. Ongoing naturalisation of the plantations, together with supplementary
planting of broadleaves and new areas of woodland to improve connectivity will be other
vital components of the forthcoming Forest Plan. The construction and approval of this
plan should prove to be a historically significant step in the recovery of these pinewoods
and should allow the local team to consolidate and build on recent success.
Future meetings
It was confirmed that Glen Garry will be the venue for 2013, hosted by FCS. The group last
visited this pinewood in 1995. Blackmount and Glen Orchy are the proposed venues for
2014. Irvine Ross announced his retirement (see Figure 13) and it was agreed that Will
Anderson would become the new chair of the group. Irvine was one of the founder
members of the group. As one of Scotland's most experienced managers of native
pinewoods, the group gained considerably from his contributions over his 21 year tenure.

< Figure 13
Irvine Ross
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Forest Policy Group update
Forest Policy Group
Meetings and membership
Over the year we have had two full meetings, and various sub-group collaborations have
gone on in the interim to progress work detailed below. Forest ownership has remained a
major topic, and Andrew Midgley (Scottish Land & Estates) joined the discussions in May
and Peter Peacock (Community Land Scotland) in October.
Our October 2012 meeting was hosted at Scottish Wood (www.scottishwood.co.uk),
Maggie and Jim Birley’s inspirational small sawmill at Oakley in Fife. The story here is of
a highly sustainable small business which grew from the tiniest of kernels, processes
timber which bigger mills can’t handle and might otherwise go to waste (mostly locally
sourced), and trains and employs people once thought unemployable. All of this takes
place on a few hectares of previously neglected woodland. Delightfully, part of Scottish
Wood’s forward plan is to not grow bigger – they prefer to remain small and pass excess
work on to foster other small timber-related businesses – a virtuous model indeed.
Thanks to Simon Pepper for capable chairing while Rick Worrell was away on sabbatical.
Rick is now back in that role though planning to pass it on soon! FPG membership now
includes Jane Rosegrant, new Director of Borders Forest Trust, and Andy Brown of the
Scottish Woodlot Association (www.scottishwoodlotassociation.co.uk), which is aiming to
set up a network of tenanted small woodlots in Scotland, as a not-for-profit cooperative, to
empower people to manage woodlots for timber production and environment. At the Big
Tent festival in July 2012, Andy joined Jamie McIntyre to present an FPG session in the oak
yurt on forest crofts and woodlots.
Forest Ownership, Public Benefit and Forestry Reform
Andy Wightman’s paper for FPG, “Forest Ownership in Scotland- A Scoping Study”, (the
only paper to have tackled this issue for many years), was published last spring and is on
the FPG website (www.forestpolicygroup.org). The research revealed that, of privatelyowned forests in Scotland:


91% of the area is owned either by landed estates or by investment owners,
leaving only 9% for all other ownership types;



55% of the area is owned by absentees;



amongst private owners, 32% live outside Scotland;



over 93% of Scotland’s privately owned forest area is in holdings of >100 ha

Thus (it may not surprise us to hear) forest ownership in Scotland is dominated by large
land holdings with high purchase prices, and we have by far the most concentrated
pattern of private forest ownership in Europe, with by far the lowest proportion of the
population involved in owning forests (see Figure below).
This paper, along with the “Woods for People” set published in 2011, formed the basis for
an FPG submission to the Land Reform Review Group this spring, entitled “Forestry
Reform” (also on the website), which looks at forest ownership, the forest economy and
diversifying our forest culture with reference to public benefit and the Scottish Forestry
Strategy.
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Figure 1 The percentages of forest area in different ownership sizes (hectares) for Scotland
(above) and Europe (below)

Deer Management
A second submission to the Land Reform Review Group was a proposal for “A New
Licensing System for Wild Deer Management”. This paper sets out the case that the
current system for the regulation of deer management in Scotland reflects long-outdated
assumptions about the balance of land use interests most suited to the nation’s needs, and
is no longer fit for purpose in the 21st century. Its reliance on voluntary participation
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places many aspects of the wider public interest in serious jeopardy. The paper proposes
that time has come to consider a system of licensing which obliges owners of land either to
participate themselves in meeting acceptable standards of deer control or to allow other
qualified persons to do so on their behalf.
Species composition of Scottish forests
Rick Worrell’s paper for FPG, analysing progress towards diversification of the forest
resource, was published in Scottish Forestry in autumn 2012. FPG also held a
brainstorming session and field day with HQ and District planning staff from FE. This
was to develop ideas around how best to set targets for species composition in public
forests (nationally, regionally and locally) that reflect both aspirations to diversify the
range of species planted, and the realities on the ground which often constrain this. FE
staff made clear the enormity of the planning issues involved in this and FPG has
undertaken to follow up with joint working to help overcome some of the problems.
Looking ahead
FPG’s fairly modest means have always limited the number of topics we can realistically
tackle at any one time. They also limit our capacities to disseminate, promote and
otherwise follow up the work we do produce, so that although we receive generally
positive feedback to our papers, we have the feeling that we are speaking to a pretty small
audience. This is not helped by the fact that the rural scene in Scotland is so highly
sectoralised. Forestry interests speak to forestry interests, farming to farming, etc, and this
is reflected in the way in which policy is developed. But as we all know, the major
influences, concerns and opportunities often cross the boundaries between sectors (like
deer!), or come from somewhere more stratospheric (like climate change and energy).
So a major theme for FPG in the coming months will be to investigate the potential for
more combined efforts, to reach out to and hopefully work with other groups in the wider
land use scene (sustainable farming, communities, energy, climate change and more), so
many of which seem to share similar thinking on sustainability – that people and
environment are integral to sound economics, and that localisation is a key way ahead.
Perhaps the debate about independence will help to warm this mixing bowl.
Enquiries and suggestions – please contact FPG Secretary, Ruth Anderson:
Email: admin@forestpolicygroup.org Tel: 01796 474 327
All papers mentioned are on our website at www.forestpolicygroup.org
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FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS
The Ancient Pinewoods of Scotland: A
traveller’s guide by Clifton Bain
Published by Sandstone Press (mid April 2013)
Fifty years after the seminal work on the native
pinewoods of Scotland by Steven and Carlisle I decided to
mark the occassion by travelling around all the pinewood
sites using public transport, walking and cycling. Twenty
five years earlier I had visited the woods by car as part of
a short study with RSPB. Looking back, it is humbling to
consider just how much effort has gone into tackling the
problems facing this wonderful habitat. It is no
exageration to call this one of the great conservation success stories of our time. Land
managers, scientists, public and private bodies and passionate individuals have delivered
the call from Steven and Carlisle for cooperative effort to secure the future of the native
pinewoods.
Challenges remain for the management of our pinewoods with some sites still barely
surviving in unfavourable condition. The great progress in conservation however means
that the call for action is less of despair and more of exciting opportunities. Returning
native woodland to the upper tree limit at a massive landscape scale around the
Cairngorms is one of the new visions already well underway. Bringing together the
management of different habitats including broadleaved woodland and open ground such
as peatland is all part of the future management of the forests. As is, securing the rich
wildlife that make the pinewoods such important and charismatic natural features.
As I travelled around the pinewoods I found new dimensions to the experience. Walking
and cycling along ancient routes in the steps of great names like Charles Darwin, Samuel
Johnson and Dorothy Wordsworth, adds to the magic of the journey. The woods are often
associated with iconic symbols of Scotland historic past. From bronze age people leaving
axe marks on stumps to the Jacobite tales in the Great glens, Rob Roy, the Highland
Clearances, the industrial era and the coming of rail, have all left their mark for visitors to
see.
‘The Ancient Pinewoods of Scotland, a Travellers Guide’, was written to share the breadth
of experience that can be gained from making the effort to reach the woods. Scotland has
an amazing access network that provides for a wildlerness experience in remote areas as
well as all-ability routes in some of the major pinewoods. The walking and cycling ways
across the Highlands and the fact that several pinewoods are right next to railway stations
makes the low carbon travel option available to a wide audience. I firmly believe that
securing the pinewoods future will be made easier through encouraging people to enjoy
the woods for themselves and appreciate some of the long human interventions that have
shaped them.
Special Readers offer:
The Ancient Pinewoods of Scotland by Clifton Bain. Published by Sandstone Press.
RRP £24.99; special offer £19.00 + p&p. Call MDL distributors on 01256 302 692 and quote
the code 8JM. Deliveries will be timed for the publication day of 18th April 2013.
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Plants and Habitats: an introduction to common plants and
their habitats in Britain and Ireland by Ben Averis
Due out in May 2013, this 400 page, A5-sized book is mainly an
identification guide to 700 species which are common,
conspicuous or useful ecological indicators; species which
collectively make up most of the vegetation in Britain and Ireland.
These include grasses, sedges, rushes, ferns, mosses and
liverworts. There is also a Habitats section describing the flora,
ecology and management of habitats. This combination of
approaches aims to help people understand vegetation at all
scales from individual plants to whole landscapes. The structure
and plain English writing style are designed to help with species
identification by non-specialists. For each species, coloured text
highlights the main points on identification, habitats and humanrelated matters such as land management relationships.
Illustrated with colour photos and some line drawings. National
Vegetation Classification (NVC) codes are incorporated throughout. The book is written for a
wide readership including those working or training in subjects connected with ecology,
conservation, land management and other environmental matters. Cost: £25 + p&p. To place an
order
or
request
further
information
please
contact
Ben
by
email:
benandalisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk or phone: 01620 870 280 / 07767 058 322.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS AND TRAINING COURSES
 NWDG EXCURSION 2013: 22-25 May 2013, in Arisaig and Knoydart. Details are
available on the ‘Events Diary’ page of the NWDG website. Organiser: Ruth Anderson
(tel: 01796 474 327; email: ruth@dundavie.wanadoo.co.uk)
 NWDG BRYOPHYTE WORKSHOP 2013. This will probably be in the Strontian area
(Lochaber), 18-20 October 2013. Finalised details to appear on ‘Workshops’ page of
NWDG website. Tutor: Ben Averis (01620 870 270; benandalisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk)
 NWDG LICHEN WORKSHOP 2013: planned late September or early October in
Argyll; details to appear in due course on the ‘Workshops’ page of the NWDG website.
 NWDG TREE IDENTIFICATION WORKSHOP: planned for this year; details will
appear in due course on the ‘Workshops’ page of the NWDG website.
 NWDG WOODLAND HISTORY CONFERENCE 2013: 31st October 2013, in Perth; see
page 8; organiser is Mairi Stewart (email: mairi_skye@hotmail.com)
 ROYAL SCOTTISH FORESTRY SOCIETY (Lothians & Borders region) meeting in
Midlothian on Tuesday 14th May 2013. Morning: meet in turning area at Beeslack School,
Penicuik (NT 241 615) at 09.45. Bring outdoor clothes and packed lunch to be taken at
Roslin Glen car park at 12.30. Topics: woodlands in/around towns; removal of windblown
large hardwood trees in woodland heavily used by public; ancient woodland with loss of
associated flora owing to cross breeding/contamination from domestic garden plants.
Afternoon: meet at Roslin Glen car park (NT 272 628) to start ranger-led walk at 14.00
(finishing by 16.00). Topics: Esk Valley Woodlands Management Plan; history &
archaeology of Roslin Glen gunpowder mills; geology of Roslin Glen; new planting. All
interested non-RSFS members welcome to attend on payment of £2 donation on the day to
Secretary or Chairman. If planning to attend, please contact Secretary, Jeremy Thompson:
tel 01896 850 615 or 07967 111 805. These details also on Events page of NWDG website.
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NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP CONSTITUTION
Name: The organisation shall be the Native Woodlands Discussion Group.
Aims and objectives: The purpose of the group is to encourage interest in native woodlands, their
ecology, management and history.
Membership: Membership of the group will be: (a) Individual, (b) Family (1.5 x full rate) or (c)
Concessionary (0.5 x full rate). Membership of the group will cease 18 months after the payment of
an annual subscription. Committee will advise the Meetings Organiser for the year of the fee for
attendance of non-members.
Officers and committee:
a.
The group elects a committee. The committee shall co-opt or appoint such officers
as are considered necessary. Officers will be eligible to vote at committee meetings.
b.
Committee members shall serve for three years, but shall be eligible for re-election.
c.
The chairperson shall be nominated by the committee and endorsed by the Annual
General Meeting.
d.
All members are free to attend committee meetings.
Accounts:
a.
b.
c.

The financial year shall be the calendar year
The committee will set the annual membership fee before the end of October.
The treasurer will keep accounts and present a financial report by 15th March each
year. The accounts shall be independently audited by a competent person before
presentation.

Annual General Meeting: An AGM shall be held at such a date as is determined by the committee.
Notification of that meeting shall appear in the newsletter at least one month prior to the AGM.
Business at the AGM shall be determined by a simple majority except changes to the constitution
which shall require a two-thirds majority of those members present. Family membership entitles up
to two votes if both are present. The chairperson and the treasurer will each submit a report at the
AGM.
Meetings: The committee shall organise or authorise any member to organise such meetings as
considered desirable.
Publications: The committee shall approve such publications as are considered desirable, and which
carry the group's endorsement.

NWDG OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Objectives: The purpose of the Group is to encourage interest in native woods, their ecology,
management and history, with a particular emphasis on Northern Britain.
Activities:
 Organise at least one Field Meeting with related discussion each year.
 Organise Workshops on subjects suggested by members (initially two per year).
 Issue Newsletters (currently two per year) with an emphasis on members’ contributions.
 Maintain contact with like-minded organisations through the membership.
Membership:

This is open to any interested individual. (There is no corporate membership.)

Subscription:

According to the following categories Ordinary individual
Family
Concessions./Unwaged

£20 per year
£30 per year
£10 per year

Subscriptions should be sent to the Membership Secretary (Alison Averis, 6 Stonelaws Cottages, East
Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3DX; tel: 01620 870 280; email: alisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk). There is a £2
annual discount for those paying by Standing Order: please ask for a form.
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NWDG COMMITTEE CONTACT DETAILS
Chair: Coralie Mills; tel: 0131 669 9385; email: coraliem@hotmail.co.uk
Minutes Secretary: Ruth Anderson, Dundavie, Glen Fincastle, Pitlochry, Perthshire, PH16
5RN; tel/fax: 01796 474 327; email: ruth@dundavie.wanadoo.co.uk
Treasurer & Membership Secretary, and Website Editor: Alison Averis, 6 Stonelaws
Cottages, East Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3DX; tel: 01620 870 280;
email: alisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk
Newsletter Editor: Ben Averis, 6 Stonelaws Cottages, East Linton, East Lothian, EH40 3DX;
tel: 01620 870 280 / 07767 058 322; email: benandalisonaveris@tiscali.co.uk
Field Meeting: Ruth Anderson, Dundavie, Glen Fincastle, Pitlochry, Perthshire, PH16
5RN; tel/fax 01796 474 327; email: ruth@dundavie.wanadoo.co.uk
Woodland History: Mairi Stewart; email: mairi_skye@hotmail.com
Woodland History: Jonathan Wordsworth; email:
j.wordsworth@archaeologyscotland.org.uk
Member: Alasdair Boulton; email: alasdair_boulton@hotmail.co.uk
Member: Sarah Toulson; email: sarahtoulson@googlemail.com
Member: Juliet Robinson; email: julietprobinson@gmail.com
Member: Christina Byrne; email: c.byrne@ccw.gov.uk; tel: 07968 146 829

NWDG website: www.nwdg.org.uk
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Near Rimeţ, Romania (photo by Peter Quelch)

Rimeţ, Romania (photo by Peter Quelch)

Oak woodland in Morvern (photo by Ben Averis)

www.nwdg.org.uk

